We describe an experiment on the dynamical response of the internaut population surÿng the World-Wide-Web to a Dirac-like perturbation, speciÿcally how the popularity of a web site evolves and relaxes as a function of time in response to the publication of a notice=advertisement in a newspaper. Following the publication of an interview, which contained our URL, by a journalist, we monitored the rate of downloads of our papers as a function of time and found it to obey a 1=t b power law with exponent b = 0:58 ± 0:03. This small exponent implies long-term memory and can be rationalized using the concept of persistence, which speciÿes how long a relaxing dynamical system remains in a neighborhood of its initial conÿguration.
Introduction
The study of scaling phenomena in modern communication networks is another realization of the growing e ort to understand self-organized physical and social phenomena that are characterized by scaling laws. It is generally accepted that the world-wide-web (WWW) provides one of the most e cient methods of retrieving information, if not the most e cient. However, little is known about how information actually ows through the WWW and even less on how the WWW interacts with other types of media. Most studies have until now focused on statistical properties of the WWW and the people surÿng on it, the "internauts", and not on dynamical properties, e.g., how the internaut population on the WWW responds to the release of new information. A few key properties have been established indicating that the WWW is lacking characteristic scales [1] , both in its topology and in its dynamics: (i) the distribution of the number of pages per site is an approximate power law [2] ; (ii) the distributions of outgoing (uniform resource locator or URLs found on an HTML document) and incoming (URLs pointing to a certain HTML document) links are well described by a universal power law which seems independent of the search engine [3] ; (iii) the distribution of independent hits or users per web-site also seems to follow a power law and the ranking of sites according to their popularity is well described by Zipf's law [4, 5] ; (iv) the distribution of waiting times to access a given page is also a power law distribution [6, 7] and the correlation function of the WWW tra c intensity as a function of time also exhibits a slow power law decay [8] .
These properties are believed to re ect the evolutionary self-organizing dynamics of the WWW, which is not well-understood and the subject of active research [1] , using tools from a variety of ÿelds such as dynamical systems, extended non-equilibrium systems, turbulence and multiplicative processes, renormalization group techniques for large scale distributed systems, mean-ÿeld theory approaches for full-service networks, control theory, etc. The large interest in the evolution of the WWW is due to the fact that the WWW compared to other biological or social ecologies is easily probed due to a largely unrestricted access as well as the fact that it is computer-based. Hence, it provides a rather unique opportunity to study in real time a fast evolving ecology of heterogeneous intelligent agents, where di erent times scales must be distinguished. They range from (1) the largest time-scale corresponding to a signiÿcant evolution of the web network (months to years), (2) the response adjustment time of agents to network evolution or to novel information (hours to months) to (3) the access times (seconds to minutes) of single WWW pages.
Nature of the experiment
We here report on an experiment which probes a property belonging to the intermediate time scale. Speciÿcally, we quantify how the popularity of a web site evolves and relaxes as a function of time, in response to the publication of a notice=advertisement in a newspaper. The authors were interviewed by a journalist from the leading Danish newspaper JyllandsPosten on a subject of rather broad and catchy interest, namely stock market crashes. The interview was published on April 14, 1999 in both the paper version of the newspaper as well as in the electronic version (with access restricted to subscribers) and included the URLs where the authors' research papers on the subject could be retrieved. Speciÿcally, the URLs were the search engine of the Los Alamos preprint server and the URL of the ÿrst author's home-page at the Niels Bohr Institute's web-site [9] . Naturally, we had no means of monitoring the downloads from the Los Alamos preprint server. However, all WWW-activity on the Niels Bohr Institute's web-site is continuously logged and kept for record. It was hence possible to monitor the number of downloads of papers as a function of time since the publication date.
Since the interview was published in Danish, the experiment only probes a small fraction of the internauts, namely those capable of reading Danish, thus essentially people of Danish, Icelandic, Norvegian and Swedish origin and their immediate surroundings. This, however, had the advantage that no clogging of the site occured and downloads from the site was kept unrestricted.
The results reported below have not been reproduced as the "impact" by the publication of the interview provides a rather unique opportunity to monitor in real time the dynamics of information spreading and persistence. The statistical signiÿcance can thus be improved, in principle, by repeating this experiment several times.
Empirical results
In Fig. 1 , we show the cumulative number of downloads N as a function of time t since the publication of the interview ranging from 0 to a 100 days. Only downloads of papers already posted on the home-page at the time of the publication of the interview has been included in the count in order to keep the experiment as well deÿned as possible. The error bars are taken as the square root of the number. We see that the data is surprisingly well captured over two decades in time by the relation
corresponding to a download rate dN (t)=dt = (1= )(t= ) −b + c, giving the number of downloads per unit time (i.e., per day) at a time t after the publication of the interview. The constant background rate c takes into account downloads from people unaware of the interview as well as robots. The parameters of the best ÿt are = 0:82 ± 0:04 min, b ≈ 0:58±0:03 and c ≈ 0:76±0:31 d −1 , over a total time interval of 100 days. Expression (1) thus establishes a novel self-similar relationship for the dynamical behavior of internauts on the WWW, describing the slow relaxation of the internaut population after an essentially Dirac-like excitation. The time scale controls the absolute number of downloads per unit time and is thus not universal. It re ects the size of the internaut population which is concerned by the experiment. Similarly, the coe cient c controls the background rate and depends on (1) how easily the page can be found and (2) the general interest of the subjects posted on the page. We note the similarity of the decay rate dN (t)=dt ∼ t −b of internaut activity and the famous Omori's law for aftershocks re ecting the relaxation of the earth crust following a major earthquake [10] and the similar possibility for an exponent b ¡ 1 stemming from a renormalization property [11] .
Implication for memory e ects and "aging"
The ÿnding that the relaxation exponent b is less than one has an important consequence, namely non-stationarity and "aging" in the technical sense of a breaking of ergodicity. Consider N successive downloads separated in time by t i ; i = 1; : : : ; N; where t 1 + t 2 + · · · + t N = t = N t . The distribution of downloads time intervals t is assumed to be a power law 1= t 1+x , where x is determined from the fact that
Since the maximum t max among N trials is typically given by
we have
Thus, We can thus identify the exponent x with 1 − b and thus ÿnd that the distribution of waiting times between successive downloads is a power law with an exponent 1 − b ≈ 0:42 ¡ 1. One can then show that this power law distribution of time intervals between downloads implies that the longer since the last download, the longer the expected time till the next one [12] . In other words, any expectation of a download that is estimated today depends on the past in a manner which does not decay. This is a hallmark of "aging". The mechanism is similar to the "weak breaking of ergodicity" in spin glasses that occurs when the exponent x of the distribution of trapping times in meta-stable states is less than one [13] .
Theoretical interpretation
How can we rationalize relation (1)? We propose the following naive but illustrative model: think of the population of internauts as subjected to the in uence of the newspaper publication which may trigger an activity (downloading from our site). Let us think of this in uence as a ÿeld that di uses and spread dynamically in the complex space network of internauts and in their minds. This di usive ÿeld captures the dynamics of information, rumor spreading, psychological decision and so on. Let us assume that the decision to act and download from our site is triggered when the in uence ÿeld Fig. 3 . Spectrum of data in Fig. 2 showing a weekly periodicity. reaches a threshold, which re ects the often documented threshold behavior of decision making in psychology [14, 15] requiring su cient information and interest obtained directly from the newspaper and from interactions with relatives. Then, the rate dN (t)=dt is proportional to the probability for the ÿeld not to have reached the threshold, i.e., to the probability to remain in the neighborhood of its initial state. This problem falls in the class of the so-called "persistence phenomena", discovered in a large variety of systems [16, 17] , and which speciÿes how long a relaxing dynamical system remains in a neighborhood of its initial conÿguration. For a Gaussian process, the persistence exponent x can be shown to be a functional of the two-point temporal correlator [16 -18] . For Markovian or weakly non-Markovian random walk processes, the exponent x and therefore b is close to 1 2 , as we ÿnd empirically. Additional information on the behavior of internauts can be extracted from Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 shows the residue obtained by subtracting equation (1) from the data points. Fig. 3 shows that the spectrum of this residue is sharply peaked on a characteristic frequency corresponding exactly to a period of one week. Since the publication date of April, 14, 1999 was a Wednesday, the dips shown in Fig. 2 corresponds to Weekends: Apparently, most people probed by the experiments still mainly choose to have Internet access through their work, which explains the low activity during Weekends and the weekly periodicity. We are thus not worried by the daily binning because the linear periodicity that comes up is the weekly time scale and the Omori's power law that we report is scale-free: the small-scale linear sampling rate has no in uence on the power law measurement.
Concluding remarks
The experiment that we have presented is rather unique and, we think, valuable in the following sense. In Physics, the fundamental approach for studying a given system is to introduce a perturbation on the system, in other words to probe it in some ways by applying a local ÿeld or by some scattering experiments with radiation or particle probes, and study its response function, its susceptibility and its relaxation. In the social, economic and ÿnance ÿelds, it is almost impossible to control pertubations of the system, since they come from many endogenous and exogenous sources, which are often intertwined. It is therefore very di cult to study the response of a social or ÿnancial system in a controlled manner. One has thus to resort to other more "naturalist" approaches and=or to axiomatic mathematisation.
The case we report is, to our knowledge, the closest one available to realizing this dream of applying the Physics methodology to a social self-organizing system. It uses a Dirac-like perturbation and then monitors the relaxation of the system as a function of time. Note that the fact that the announcement (perturbation) was focused on a very visible problem (ÿnancial crashes) of interest to a broad class of people makes also this case very clean as it samples a large fraction of the population, more or less independently of background.
We feel that the fact that it is a single web-site that has been monitored is less a problem than the fact that we have not been able to redo the experiment several times thus increasing the statistical signiÿcance. However, considering the nature of the experiment, this will be extremely di cult since we do not have free access to the media, and if we had, we would not make announcement just for the pleasure of "perturbing" the system and study its "susceptibility" and "relaxation". With the present work, we hope to attract the attention of other scientists who may have other ideas and other means to access to the response function and the correlation function of the dynamics on the web.
In summary, we have reported what is to our knowledge the ÿrst "experiment" probing in real time the dynamical relaxation of a population of internauts on the WWW in response to a Dirac-like stimulation, which shows a slow power law decay of the activity rate, compatible with a persistence phenomenon.
